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Abstract-Computer solution\ of scientific and engineering problems involve several source\ of floating- 
point errors which interact with each other and propagate throughout the calculations. One technique for 
monitoring and bounding the total accumulated error is known as interval analysis and it is the use of this 
approach via a software package with Fortran preprocessor which is the subject of this paper. Attention is 
focused on the computational experience gained from implementing and using Yohe’s interval analysis 
package with Crary’s AUGMENT preprocessor on Control Data 6000, 7OCKl. and Cyber series machines. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Computer solutions of scientific and engineering problems involve several sources of floating- 
point errors which interact with each other and propagate throughout he calculations. One 
technique for monitoring and bounding the total accumulated error is known as interval analysis 
and it is the use of this approach via a software package with Fortran preprocessor which is the 
subject of this paper. Attention is focused on the computational experience gained from 
implementing and using Yohe’s interval analysis package[ l-31 with Crary’s AUGMENT 
preprocessor[4-71 on Control Data 6000, 7000, and Cyber series machines. These routines are 
very transportable and to date versions exist not only on CDC machines but also on the IBM 
System 360/370, DEC-IO. PDP-11, Honeywell 600/6000 series, and Univac 1110 (original 
version of package). Inquiries about obtaining any of these versions and/or the reference 
manuals listed at the end of this paper whould be directed to 
Mathematics Research Center 
University of Wisconsin 
610 Walnut Street 
Madison, WI 53706. 
Our discussion in this paper is intended to be relatively self-contained; however, many more 
details are available to the interested reader in[8-101. In the next section, the rudiments of 
interval arithmetric are briefly described and then in Section 3 the use of the AUGMENT 
preprocessor and the interval analysis package are explained along with their adaptation to our 
computational environment. The theoretical limitations of the approach along with some of the 
restrictions introduced by the package are presented in Section 4. Then in Section 5 instructions 
are given on how to transform a non-interval Fortran program into an interval version. The 
penultimate section provides a summary of some of the computational results obtained with 
the use of the package on CDC equipment. Finally, Section 7 offers some observations and 
conclusions concerning the viability of present and future applications of interval analysis to 
scientific computation. 
2. INTERVAL ANALYSIS APPROACH 
We present here some of the elementary properties of interval analysis and list without 
proof (proofs can be found in11 11) some of the basic relationships. When interval analysis is 
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applied to a mathematical method it generates bounds (not necessarily smallest possible 
bounds) which form a rectangular parallelepiped that encapsulates the exact solution to a 
problem. The technique utilizes interval versions of the primitive arithmetic operations and 
combines these intervals using certain rules (defined below) to decompose mathematical 
expressions and problems; such decomposition is applicable to an extensive range of numerical 
problems. 
The intervals we are dealing with are closed and denoted by [a,!~] where 
[a,b] = {xla 5 x 56). 
The elementary rules of arithmetic for intervals are as follows: 
[a,b] + [c,d] = {x + y/x E [a,bl, y E [c,dl} = [a + c, b + dl 
[u,b] - [c,d] = {x - ylx E [u,b], y E [c,d]} = [a - d, b - c] 
[a&l . [c,dl= ix . YIX E [Gl, Y E [c,4) 
= [min(uc, ad, bc, bd), max(uc, ad, bc, bd)] 
If 0 B [c,d] then 
f++JxE[u,b], y~[c,d] = > [min($~,$,~),max(~,~,$,~)]. 
From the above rules it can also be inferred that 
and 
- [u,b] = [- b,- a] 
Several theorems which are analogous to those for the real line can be established for intervals; 
for example, the commutative law and the associative law are satisfied for addition and 
multiplication of intervals. 
Any real number a, has an interval (degenerate) counterpart, namely [a,~]. Thus the interval 
[O,O] corresponds to 0 and [l,l] corresponds to 1 and hence [O,O] serves as an additive interval 
identity and [ l,l] is a multiplicative interval identity. Furthermore, the above-mentioned rules 
for addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division of intervals when applied to degenerate 
intervals lead to obvious interval results analogous to the non-interval results. 
Extensions of interval operations to functions are also possible. Moore[l l] defines for f(x,, 
x2,. . . ( x,) a real rational expression in which each independent variable, xi* occurs only once, an 
interval extension 
F(X!, xZ,. . . 3 xn) s cf(Xly X2,. . . ) X,)1X( E Xi, i = 172 f. . n} 
where each xi ranges independently over the corresponding interval Xi. 
Additional properties of interval analysis can differ somewhat from the behavior of 
non-interval arithmetic. For example, the definition for [u,b]” for n a positive integer is 
[u,b]” = {xn(x E [u,bl} = 
1 
[u”,b”] if a >O, 
10, max(u”,b”)] if 0 E [u,b] and n is even, 
[u”,b”l if 0 E [u,b] and n is odd, 
[b”,u”] if b < 0 and n is even, 
fu”,b”] if b <O and n is odd, 
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But [ a,b]” as defined above is not necessarily equal to the product [ah] ’ [ah] . . . . . . . . . . [ a,bl 
with n identical factors. Another example is given by the lack of an exact counterpart of the 
distributive law for real numbers; instead we have subdistributivity: 
[ahI . ([cdl + [e,fl) C [ahI [cdl + [dl . [e,fl. 
Thus exact equality does not necessarily hold for all intervals in the above relationship. 
However, the distributive law does hold exactly for intervals under either of the following two 
conditions: 
If a is any real number then 
4eJl-t khl) = aidI + 4ghl. 
If [ u,b] . [ c,d] > 0 then 
[e,fl . ([Ol+ [c,4) = [e,fl . [Gl + Ie,.fl . [c,dl. 
Also interval arithmetic exhibits the property of inclusion monotonicity, i.e. for [a,b] C [c,d] 
and [e,f] C [g,h] then 
Ia,bl+ LedI C [cdl + khl, 
[u,bl - [e,fl c [cdl - kh19 
[u,bl . [e,fl C [cdl * 18, hl, 
[a,bl/[efl C [c.dl/k,hl if 0 E [e,fl. 
From the rules for interval arithmetic it is apparent hat the bounds for the computed 
intervals usually involve several arithmetic operations, each of which does not necessarily 
produce exact results, especially when dealing with finite floating-point representations a  used 
on most machines; this error in computing the error bounds requires special attention to ensure 
that the endpoints of each interval resultant are specified so as not to exclude values (including 
the exact or true result) that should be included in the interval by the above-mentioned rules for 
interval arithmetic. This dilemma is resolved by using so-called irected rounding[2,12, 131 with 
all interval resultants, i.e. the left endpoint is rounded down and the right endpoint is rounded 
up. Of course, when applying directed rounding, one should not unduly widen the interval 
beyond the amount necessary to compensate for the roundoff error propagation or otherwise 
the interval widths can grow unnecessarily large: in practice, directed rounding is applied at the 
bit level and is dependent on the numerical properties of the floating-point arithmetic of the 
host machine on which interval analysis is performed. Further consequences of using interval 
arithmetic are discussed in Section 4 of this paper. 
3. ADAPTATION OF SOFTWARE TO HOST COMPUTER 
The Yohe software interval analysis package and Crary’s AUGMENT preprocessor are 
designed to promote transportability from one computational environment o another; the 
alterations required are dependent upon the characteristics of the host processor’s floating-point 
arithmetic, the Fortran compiler and library routines in use, and possible interactions of the 
user program and the operating system. Although our implementation at Southern Methodist 
University was performed on a CDC Cyber 72 machine. we attempted to take into account he 
architecture of all Cyber series, 6000 series, and 7000 series Control Data machines o that few 
or no changes would be needed to move our version to any of those computers. In the following 
paragraphs we introduce the reader to the general architecture of the CDC machines as well as 
describe the interface with the interval analysis package and AUGMENT preprocessor. 
On Control Data machines in the above-mentioned series, I/O and operating systems 
functions are resident in the ten to twenty peripheral processors (referred to as PPUs) rather 
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than in the central processor. There are no direct communications between the CPU and the 
PPUs. The CPU cannot be interrupted; requests for operating systems’ and I/O functions are 
detected by a PPU polling loop. All communications between the CPU and the external devices 
are through main memory, where all user code is resident. The use of PPUs for I/O and the high 
memory bandwidth are keys to the high system performance. Extended Core Storage (ECS), if 
present, is often used as a fast swapping drum and for small user files. Some of the relationships 
amongst the architectural components are illustrated in Fig. 1. Our Cyber 70. model 72 has 10 
peripheral processors, no ECS, and a maximum main memory user space of approximately 
2008K words (i.e. 64,,,K words). 
In all the aforementioned CDC machines, the word length and floating-point format are the 
same. A single precision floating-point number is represented in a 60-bit word which consists of 
a sign bit, an 11-bit biased base 2 exponent, and a 48-bit binary mantissa: this format can 
produce numbers with approximately 14 or 15 decimal digits in the range 10-r3’X). In the double 
precision representation, there is a 96-bit binary mantissa which is roughly equivalent to a 28 
decimal digit number with the same range as provided in single precision. Negative floating- 
point numbers are represented in one’s complement notation and exponent arithmetic is done in 
one’s complement. At either the assembly language level or at the compiler level (FIN Fortran 
compiler is in general use), rounded or chopped floating-point arithmetic can be specified by the 
user. 
On most CDC machines under discussion here, the operating system in use is either the 
older KRONOS or SCOPE systems or one of two versions of the newer NOS system. We 
attempted to avoid situations which would make our implementation dependent on the specifics 
of any one of the aforementioned operating systems. None of our implemented code makes any 
r----l 
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Fig. I. CDC 6400. Cyber. and 7OfXl series Fystems configuration. 
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ca]]s to specific system routines. We did, however. have to replace certain Univac system and 
library routines (from the original version of the package) by equivalent routines we coded at 
SMU. Similarly, certain Univac Fortran routines had to be replaced by in-line code to achieve 
the same purpose. 
At the time of our initial implementation of the package, the Fortran compiler was FTN 
(version 4.6) and the operating system in use was KRONOS 2.1.0. After the completion of the 
implementation, the operating system was changed to KRONOS 2.1.2 which is compatible 
with NOS 1.0 used at other CDC installations. It was found that this change was transparent to 
our implementation due to the upward compatibility inherent in the CDC product (both 
hardware and software) and our intention to avoid using special features of the operating 
system. Inasmuch as no changes had to be made to our implementation of the AUGMENT 
preprocessor and the interval analysis package to make use of CDC’s FIN compiler or to 
allow for either version of the operating system, it is our belief that no changes would be 
needed if our version were moved to another CDC site which uses CDC supported software. 
AUGMENT is a Fortran-based precompiler that facilitates the use of non-standard con- 
structs in Fortran programs. It can also be used to aid in translation between various dialects of 
Fortran or to implement non-standard operators. It accepts programs written in a user-defined 
extension of Fortran where the extension consists of new data types, new operators, and/or new 
library functions. It requires a description of the extension, which consists essentially of a 
description of the user-supplied routines that implement he extension. It then uses this 
description to translate the extended Fortran into standard Fortran, with the non-standard 
constructs translated into references to the routines in the supporting packages. AUGMENT is 
used in our implementation to support a non-standard ata type called INTERVAL and to 
generate calls to appropriate routines to perform interval analysis. 
In our implementation of AUGMENT, we found that the non-overlaid version requires 
170sK words (i.e. 60,,,K words) of core memory (and, of course, a disk channel). Using the 
suggestions given in [5], we overlaid AUGMENT, which reduced the size requirement o 
1208K words (i.e. 40,0K words) of central memory but at the cost of increasing the execution time 
required. We were able to follow the suggested overlays with the exception that we were forced to 
move one routine from the suggested overlay to the root overlay. We also observed that 
AUGMENT, even when overlaid, was too large to be run as a time-sharing job at our 
computing facility (our maximum time-sharing job is IOOsK words (i.e. 32,oK words) and so we 
were forced to run in batch but this was a minor inconvenience, at worst; a CDC host computer 
configured to allow larger time-sharing jobs would not be faced with this problem but it is not 
necessary to have such a configuration. 
On CDC computers the output from AUGMENT can be compiled on the FTN compiler with 
any desired compiler options. The resulting object decks are then loaded with libraries INTLIB 
and BPALIB which contain, respectively, the routines defining the interval and BPA operations 
(discussed below), and the primitives which perform the basic arithmetic operations for the 
entire package. The result of the load can then either be executed or written to absolute central 
processor overlays (see Fig. 2). The control card sequence for the use of the AUGMENT 
precompiler as well as the entire job deck structure used with our CDC machine are given and 
discussed in [ IO]. 
The INTERVAL set of routines inplements interval arithmetic. Interval arithmetic is an 
arithmetic system in which rules as defined in Section 2 and in [ 1 l] are used to create interval 
versions of the primitive arithmetic operations and then to combine these intervals to create 
interval extensions of user-defined mathematical expressions and functions. In our im- 
plementation, all the usual arithmetic operations and Fortran library routines have interval 
counterparts: in addition, several interval-oriented operations are also available such as 
operators to create intervals, find the midpoint, length, or endpoints of an existing interval, etc. 
Since chained computations, especially those involving multiplications and divisions, cause 
the size of the resulting intervals to grow rapidly, the concepts of Best Possible Arithmetic 
(BPA) and directed rounding come into play[ 12, 131. BPA is a set of algorithms for performing 
the four basic arithmetic operations while retaining the maximum possible amount of accuracy 
on a given host machine (CIX machines in our case). The directed rounding algorithm rounds 
the double precision result of such an operation into a single precision final result. This 
AUGMENT SOURCE PROGRAM 
t 
1 
AUGMENT PREPROCESSOR i 
CDC TRANSLATED FORTRAN SOURCE 
(WITH REFERENCES TO ROUTINES IN INTERVAL PACKAGE! 
ICDC FTN F0RTr COMPILER 1 
RELOCATABLE OBJECT CODE 
I 
INTLIB 
LOADED FOR EXECUTION 
OR 
CPU OVERLAY(S) 
Fig. 2. Processing sequence for Fortran program using interval analysis package and preprocessor. 
rounding may take one of four directions: inwards (towards zero), outwards (away from zero), 
upwards (towards zero if negative, away from zero if positive), or downwards (towards zero if 
positive, away from zero if negative). The direction of the rounding is specified by the 
computational environment in each interval routine. 
Our CDC implementation of this software package has followed the suggestions of 
Yohe [ 121 and introduced only those changes necessary to accommodate he CDC software and 
floating-point arithmetic. For the BPA routines, we have implemented two versions. The first 
version, called BPALIB, contains Yohe’s addition (BPAADD), subtraction (BPASUB), 
multiplication (BPAMUL), division (BPADIV), and directed rounding (BPARND) algorithms. 
All five routines implement the algorithms given in[12] with modifications made only to allow 
for the one’s complement CDC floating-point format. In addition, we have implemented a
second version, called BPFLIB (resident in BPALIB), which contains Sterbenz’ addition 
(BPFADD), subtraction (BPFSUB), multiplication (BPFMUL), division (BPFDIV), and double 
to single precision rounding (similar to BPARND) algorithms based on suggestions given in[15]. 
In contrast to the BPA routines, the BPF routines use the CDC floating-point hardware to 
perform faster, reasonably accurate computations that are within one ulp of the corresponding 
BPA results; initial numerical tests of our implementation i dicate that BPF routines tend to 
require from 50430% of the execution time of their BPA counterparts. The CDC loader may be 
used to substitute any BPF routine for any BPA routine if computation time is more critical 
than computational ccuracy (tighter bounds); the LDSET card with SUBST parameter allows 
the CDC user to switch from any BPA to any BPF routine. Both the BPA and BPF routines are 
coded in the CDC COMPASS assembly language. Documented listings of BPALIB and BPFLIB 
are given in Appendix C of[lO]. 
4. SOME LIMITATIONS OF INTERVAL ANALYSIS 
ANDTHE SOFTWARE IMPLEMENTATION 
The potential user of this or any other interval analysis package should take into con- 
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s&ration the limitations of this technique. Some of the restrictions are inherent in most 
interval analysis implementations and others are dependent upon our specific package. First of 
all, the user should be aware that software interval analysis tends to be very slow; cases run on 
our CDC Cyber 72 have required as much as a MO-fold increase in execution time over a 
non-interval version. From 50- to 200-fold increases of execution time over non-interval ver- 
sions have been observed for various implementations of the Yohe package[21. Thus large 
production codes involving significant amounts of floating-point computation (e.g. codes in- 
volving large matrices) are not viable candidates for a complete software interval im- 
plementation: however, small portions of the computation might benefit from the use of the 
package. Some alternatives to improve performance are discussed in Section 7. 
Another important aspect of interval analysis is that the computed bounds can be overly 
pessimistic as well as being time-consuming to determine. The innate structure of interval 
analysis can make its application insensitive to situations in which common mathematical 
expressions (such as in a numerator and denominator) are assigned different bounds; for 
example, from the interval arithmetic rules given in Section 2, it follows that if X = [a&l then 
X - X = [a - h. b - a] # [O,O] unless a = b and for Of&X, $ = f, $ f [I,11 unless a = b. 
[ I 
Situations uch as these exhibit what is referred to as the simultaneity problem[lS]. The bounds 
for a particular computation are dependent on both the form in which the computation is 
expressed and the data which is input to the expression; thus it is difficult, if not impossible, for 
the user to define in all cases the “best” form of the expression as well as the “best” data in 
order to ensure smallest growth in the interval size associated with the resultant computation. 
(Sometime, an interval property such as the subdistributivity rule for intervals (see Section 2) 
may suggest which of two possible versions of an expression will generate a smaller interval 
resultant.) Furthermore, the tightness of the bounds is dependent upon the arithmetic of the host 
computer and possible numerical anomalies introduced by compile-time arithmetic. 
The I/O routines provided by the interval analysis package do not easily permit as much 
flexibility as that offered by standard Fortran I/O routines; also the interval I/O is very slow (e.g. = 10 
minutes to input 10,000 interval numbers on the CDC Cyber 72). This lack of flexibility can be 
partially overcome by using Fortran I/O with explicit lower and upper bounds of interval variables 
in the argument list. 
Further difficulties can arise when converting non-interval arithmetic or logical IF state- 
ments into interval versions. Since the space defined by interval arithmetic has no total 
ordering, any of several possible partial orderings could be employed. The user must be careful 
when selecting an interval relational operator based on a particular partial ordering that he does 
not violate the intent of the original non-interval IF statement. This issue is discussed in more 
detail in the next section. 
Another factor affecting the performance of the interval package is the accuracy of the 
Fortran library routines. In order to provide the tightest possible bounds on these routines, a 
thorough analysis must be performed to assess the accuracy of each routine across the entire 
range of representable numbers for each argument. Ref. [14] gives bounds (not necessarily 
optimal) on the errors associated with CDC Fortran library routines used on our host machine 
(figures provided by Control Data) and further analysis of a few of the routines in use is given 
in[16]. It is this author’s opinion that a much more thorough analysis of all the library routines 
must be conducted but such a task is beyond the scope of the current project; it could be done 
with the aid of a multiple precision package[l7] and with detailed knowledge of the algorithms 
and implementation features of the Fortran library in use. Indeed the methodology of such 
testing of library routines has been defined and used by Cody [ 181 and others [19,201. 
Additional constraints on the application of the interval analysis package include memory 
requirements and provisions for dealing with intervals which are infinite and/or include zero. 
The latter problem has been somewhat resolved by Kahan[21] and others who have advocated 
extensions of classical interval analysis. The former problem caused some difficulty at our 
computer installation where the maximum user memory space is 2008K words (64,,-,K words); 
even using overlays. the storage requirements of the package prevented application to medium 
or large-scale matrix problems. 
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i. USING THEINTERL \L ~N~LYSISP.4CK,~GE 
This section focuses attention on the mechanics of running the interval analysis package on 
CDC computers: for more details see[lO]. An overview of the actions taken by the control 
cards used in this section is given in Section 3. It is assumed that the potential user of the 
package will take heed of the limitations discussed in the previous section. Here we will discuss 
the way to transform a non-interval program into an interval version and will also provide an 
example run with the given software. 
The entire job deck structure is as follows: 
(control card record) 
(end of record) 
description deck 
*BEGIN 
program in extended FORTRAN 
*END 
(end of record) 
input, if any, for extended FORTRAN program 
(end of record) 
input, if any, for post-interval program 
(end of information) 
At SMU, the software interval analysis package is run on a CDC Cyber 72 and resides on a 
private disk pack. The specific deck setup for a run with this package is given in [lo]. For the CDC 
PROGRAM card (see Fig. 3), a slash must be inserted in column 1 in order to indicate to the 
AUGMENT preprocessor that it is to ignore this statement (otherwise, a diagnostic error message 
is generated). The word PROGRAM begins in column 7 on this card. If the user wishes to use the 
faster BPF interval arithmetic rather than the BPA interval arithmetic, then appropriate changes 
can be made via CDC control cards [lo]. The programmer can also mix the use of BPA and BPF 
arithmetic; for example, BPA arithmetic can be selected for addition and subtraction operations 
and BPF arithmetic could be chosen for multiplication and division. The programmer can set up 
the package to be used with the control sequence employed at SMU or can devise any other 
arrangement more convenient to the user and/or his computer installation. 
An interval variable or array is declared by the INTERVAL declaration which when 
processed by AUGMENT generates a REAL declaration with an additional dimension intro- 
PROGRAM SPLIST(INPUT.OUTPUT,PUNCH,TAPE5~INPUT,TAP~6=OUTPUT) 
~I~EN~1~N6X(10).Y(10),C(10) 
11 
1010 
1030 
: :, : ::4 
1040 
I 
1050 
Y 2) = 2. 1060 
x 3) = 7. 
I 
1070 
Y 3) = 1. 
X 4) = a.2 
1080 
1090 
Y(4) = 1. 1100 
NUMB - 4 1110 
Tl = SECOND(T) 
CALL SPLINE X,Y.NUMB.C) 
I 
1140 
T2 = SECOND T) 
T = T2-Tl 
WRITE(6,500) T 
XI = .75 
DO 100 1=1.37 
XI = x1+.25 
CALL SPLINT(XI,YY.YP,X.Y.C.NUHB) 
WRITE(6,300) 
PRINT ZOD,XI,YY.YY.YP,YP 
PUNCH 400,XI.YY 
PUNCH 4OO,XI,YP 
100 CONTINUE 
200 FORMAT(3X,E23.15,3X,2(E23.15.2X,D20,2X)) 
300 FORMAT //,7X,jX#,25X.#Y#,46X,#Y PRIME,+,/) 
400 FORMAT E23.15.2X.E23.15) 
5Do FORMAT lX,fTOTAL CPU TIME FOR SPLINE INCLUDING OVERHEAD FOR CALL=# i 
l,E23.15) 
STOP 
EN0 
Fig. 3. 
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SUBROUTINE SPLINE (X. ZY, N, s2) 
DIMENSION X(l).ZY(l),SE(l) 
DATA EPSLN /l.E-4/ 
Tl = SECOND(T) 
Nl=N -1 
ASSIGN 110 to ISW 
DO 130 1 = 1, Nl 
H s X(I t 1) - X(1) 
DLY - (ZY(I + 1) - ZY(1)) /,H 
GO TO ISW, (110, 100) 
100 HZ222 - HL + H 
52(I) = 2. l (DLY - YL) / HZ222 
GO TO 120 
110 ASSIGN 100 TO ISW 
120 HL = H 
YL = DLY 
130 CONTINUE 
SZ(1) = 0. 
S2(N) = 0. 
OMEGA = - 1 
BETA=l.E-4 
.0717968 
160 
170 
180 
190 
200 
990 
100 
110 
120 
130 
140 
150 
160 
170 
180 
140 ETA = 0. 
ASSIGN 170 TO ISWl 
DO 190 I = 1. Nl 
H = X(1 + 1) - X(X) 
DLY = (ZY(1 + 1) - ZY(I)) / H 
GO TO ISWl, (170, 150) 
150 H222Z = HL + H 
81 = .5 * HL / H222Z 
W = (BI l S2(I - 1) + (.5 - BI) l S2(1 + 1) t S2(1) + 
:3. l (YL - OLY) / H2222) l OMEGA 
52(I) = 52(I) + w 
2 = ABS(W) 
IF (2 - ETA) 180,180,160 
ETA = 2 
BETA = S2(1) - W 
GO TO 180 
ASSIGN 150 TO ISWl 
HL = H 
YL = DLY 
CONTIXUE 
IF (AB~(BETA) l EPSLN - ETA)140.200.200 
CONTINUE 
T2 = SECOND(T) 
T = T2 - Tl. 
WRITE(6.990) T 
FORMAT(#l#,fCPU TIME FOR SPLINE=#,E23.15) 
RETURN.. 
END 
SUBROUTINE SPLINT 
DIMENSION X(l),ZY( 
MM = 0 
XP = XB 
I =l 
IF(XP - X(l)) 100, 
MM c -1 
xB,FXX,fPXX,X,ZY,S2,N) 
l).SZ(l) 
170,110 
XP = Xii) 
GO TO 170 
IF(XP - X N)) 
I IF(XP - X I)) 
I = I+1 
GO TO 120 
130,150,140 
160,170,130 
MM = -1 
XP = X(N) 
I = N 
1 = I-l 
HTl = XP-X(I) 
HT2 = XP - X(1+1) 
PROD = Hll ' HT2 
DX = X(1+1) - X(I) 
DELY = (ZY(I+l) - ZY(I))/DX 
53 = (52(1+1) - SZ(I))/DX 
FPPXX = 52(I) + HTl*S3 
DELSQS = (SZ(I) + S2(1+1) + FPPXX)/6. 
FXX = ZY(1) + HTI'DELY + PROD'DELSQS 
FPXX = DELY + (HTI t HT2) * oELsqs t PROD * 53 / 6. 
IF(MH .EQ. 0) GO TO !80 
FXX = FXX + FPXX'(xB-XP) 
CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END 
09100 
09190 
09200 
09210 
09220 
09230 
09240 
09250 
09260 
09270 
09280 
09290 
09300 
09310 
09320 
09330 
09350 
09360 
09370 
09380 
09390 
09400 
09410 
09420 
09430 
09440 
09450 
09460 
09470 
09480 
09490 
09500 
09510 
09520 
09530 
09540 
09550 
09560 
09570 
09580 
09590 
09600 
09610 
09620 
1520 
1540 
1550 
1560 
1570 
1580 
1590 
1600 
1610 
1620 
1630 
1640 
1650 
1660 
1670 
1680 
1690 
1700 
1710 
1720 
1730 
1740 
1750 
1760 
1770 
1780 
1790 
1800 
1810 
1820 
1830 
1840 
Fig 3. Lkting of non-interval example. 
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duced to provide space for both endpoints of each interval element: for example. a declaration 
of 
INTERVAL A, B(3.3) 
would generate a declaration of 
REAL A(2), B(2,3,3) 
where A(1) and A(2) would represent he left and right endpoints, respectively, of interval 
variable A, B( l,l, 1) and B(2,1,1) would represent the left and right endpoints of the interval variable 
B( l,l), etc. Interval quantities can be expressed in a variety of ways both within the program or as 
data input to the program; a description of these representations is provided by Yohe[2]. 
Interval quantities can be input or output via standard READ, WRITE, or PUNCH 
statements and/or by the INTRDF, INTRD, or INTWR statements provided with the package. 
When using the standard Fortran I/O routines with interval arguments, it is necessary to place a 
I in column 1 (to tell AUGMENT not to process this card) and to refer to the interval quantities 
in their expanded form as generated by the INTERVAL declaration. Thus if for the interval 
quantities referred to in the preceding paragraph above we wanted to output the left and right 
endpoints of A, B(2,1), and B(2,2), we could use the following statement: 
/ WRITE(6, 100) A( 1,2), A(2,2), B(1,2,1), B(2.2,1), B(l,2,2), B(2,2,2) 
100 FBRMAT( 1X, 6E21 . 14) 
We can proceed in a similar fashion when using READ or PUNCH statements, i.e. slash in 
column 1 and interval variables expressed in their expanded imensional form when referenced 
in the argument list. 
The format for the I/O provided by the interval analysis package is as follows: 
CALL INTRDF (UNIT, X) 
CALL INTRD (UNIT, FMT, A, N) 
CALL INTWR (UNIT, FMT, A, N) 
where 
UNIT = S(standard input) or 0 (standard reread) 
6(standard print unit) or l(standard punch unit) 
FMT = a user-supplied format which must be declared by the user as a 3-element integer 
array for use with input statements and as a cl-element integer array for output 
statements. 
FMT( I) = number of interval variables in each record 
FMT(2) = number of characters to be skipped between interval variables in each 
record 
FMT(3) = number of decimal digits in each interval variable 
= (for output) 2*Q + 15 where Q is number of decimal digits to be displayed 
for each interval endpoint 
FMT(4) = (for output only) Hollerith printer carriage control character ’ ’ or ‘0’ 
For input, the INTRDF routine obtains the next data field from the input stream, converts it 
and stores the result in the declared interval variable specified as the second argument in the 
call to the routine (this variable is X in the above routine call); only one value is read by each 
call to routine INTRDF. In contrast, INTRD can be used to input the first N elements of an 
array of interval variables whose name is specified as the third argument in the call to the 
routine (A in the above example): the interval data elements can be expressed in any of the 
forms given in[2]. The number of elements to be read can be expressed explicitly or as any 
user-defined integer variable given as the fourth argument in the call to routine INTRD. For 
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output, the interpretation of the third and fourth arguments for INTWR is essentially the same 
as that for INTRD except that the interval quantities are expressed in one form in which each 
endpoint is represented by a Q decimal digit signed mantissa with a three digit signed exponent 
as specified by FMT(3) above. Since our CDC machine has roughly the equivalent of 14 or 15 
decimal digits in single precision floating-point arithmetic, the selected value for Q should 
probably be less than or equal to 15. The value of FMT(3) should not exceed 135 since the 
width of our printer line is 136 (which includes 1 character for carriage control). Above we have 
given a very brief account of I/O with the interval analysis package; extensive additional details 
are given in [2]. 
In the remainder of this section an example is presented which illustrates the use of the 
interval analysis package on a CDC Cyber 72 computer and how the non-interval version of a 
Fortran program can be modified to produce an interval version. The main program SPLIST 
calls subroutines SPLINE and SPLINT which are used for spline interpolation problems. 
Computational details and analysis of results using these routines can be found in[9]. The 
non-interval version of the main program and the accompanying subroutines are given in Fig. 3 
and an interval version is given in Fig. 4. 
The interested reader should compare the non-interval and interval versions in Figs. 3 and 4, 
respectively. to observe the similarities and differences. The PROGRAM card in the non- 
interval version has a blank in the column 1 whereas a slash appears in column 1 of the 
'BEGIN 
I PROGRAM SPLIST(INPUT.OUTPUT 
lDEBUG=OUTPUT) 
INTERVAL X(lO).Y(lO).C(lO), 
INTEGER FMT(4) 
;I;; FMT/1,0,45,1H / 
= 1.6 
NUMB = 4 
'II = SECOND(t) 
CALL SPLINE X,Y ,NUMB.C) 
T2 = I SECOND T) 
T = TZ-TI ’ 
;;IIEbj500) T 
100 
300 
310 
315 
320 
400 
500 
.PUNCH,TAPES=INPUT,TAPE6=OUTPUT, 
XI.YY.YP 
1030 
1040 
1050 
106Q .._. 
1070 
1080 
1090 
1100 
1110 
1140 
00 100 I--1,37 
XI = XI+.25 
CALL SPLINT(XI,YY,YP.X.Y,C.NUMB) 
URITE(6.300) 
CALL INTWR(6,FHT,XI,l) 
WRITE(6,310) 
CALL INTWR(6.FMT,YY.l) 
AMID = HDPTfYYI 
. ,~~., 
CALL INTWR(C,FMT,YP,l) 
AMID = HOPT(YPI 
ALEN = LiTHiYPj 
WRITE(6,315) AMIO.ALEN 
CONTINUE 
FORMAT(IX,#INTERVAL VERSION OF X#) 
FORMAT(lX,#INTERVAL VERSION OF Y#) 
FORMAT(# #.#?lIOPOINT=#,E23.15,5X.#LENGTH 
FORMAT(lX,#INTERVAL VERSION OF Y PRIMEf) 
E23.15,2X,E23.15) 
lX,fTOTAL CPU TIME FOR SPLINE INC 
l,EZ3.15) 
STOP 
=#.E23.15) 
LUDING OVERHEAD FOR CALL=# 
END 
SUBROUTINE SPLINE (X,ZY, N,SZ) 
INTERVAL X(~),ZY(~),S2(1),EPSLN,H.DLY.HZZZZ,HL,YL.OMEGA,BETA,ETA, 
09100 
lBi.W,Z 
EPSLN = l.E-4 
Tl = SECOND(T) 
Nl- N- 1 09210 
Fig. 4. 
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100 
110 
120 
130 
140 
150 
lb0 
170 
180 
190 
200 
990 
ASSIGN 110 TO ISW 
00 130 I = 1, Nl 
H = X(1 + 1) - X(I) 
OLY = (ZY(1 + 1) - ZY( 
GO TO ISi, (110, 100) 
HZZZZ = HL + H 
52(l) = 2. l (OLY - YL 
GO TO 120 
ASSIGN 100 TO ISW 
HL = H 
YL = OLY 
CONTINUE 
S2(1 
I 
= 0. 
S2(H = 0. 
OMEGA = - 1.0717968 
BETA-l.E-4 
ETA = 0. 
ASSIGN 170 TO ISWl 
DO 190 I = 1, Nl 
H = X(1 + 1) - X(I) 
OLY = (ZY(I + 1) - ZY( 
GO TO ISWl. (170. 150) 
1)) 
1 / 
I)) 
H2ZZZ = HL.+‘H ' 
BI = .5 l HL / HZZZZ 
w = (81 + S2(1 - 1) + (.5 
:2(;)%(r) + w 
OLY) / H2ZZZ) l 
Z = ABS(W) 
IF(Z .VLT. ETA) GO TO 180 
IF(Z .SEQ. ETA) GO TO 180 
SPLINT(XB,FXX,FPXX,X,ZY,S2,N) 
l),ZY(l),S2(1),XP,XB,HTl,HT2,PRDO.OX.DELY,S3,FPPXX, 
FPXX 
EN0 
SUBROUTINE 
INTERVAL X( 
lDELSUS.FXX, 
MM = 0 
XP = XB 
T -1 
TF(XP .VGT. 
TF(XP .SEQ. 
100 MM = -1 
XP = X(1) 
GO TO 170 
110 IF(XP .VGT. 
IF(XP .SEQ. 
IF(XP .VLT. 
120 IF(XP .VGT. 
IF(XP .SEQ. 
IF(XP .VLT. 
130 I = I+1 
GO TO 120 
140 MM = -1 
XP = X(N) 
I= N 
I = I-1 
150 
160 
170 HTl = XP-X(I) 
HT2 q XP - X(1+1) 
PROD = HTl l HT2 
- x(1+1) - X(1) 
KY = (zY(I+l) - ZY(I))/OX 
= (52(1*1 
:p'pxx = S2(1 
- 52(I))/DX 
+ HTl'S3 
180 
DELSQS = (52(I) l S2(1+1) + FPPXX)/6. 
FXX = ZY(I) + HTI'OELY t PROO'DELSQS 
FPXX = OELY + (HTl + HT2) ' DELSQS + PROD l 53 / 6. 
IF(MH .EQ. 0) GO TO 180 
FXX = FXX + FPXX+(XB-XP) 
CONTINUE 
RETURN 
EN0 
*EN0 
I H 
HZZZZ 
/ H 
- BI) l S2(1 
OMEGA 
+ 1) + 52(I) + 
ETA - 2 
BETA m 52(l) - w 
GO TO 180 
ASSIGN 150 TO ISWl 
u": : iLY 
CONTINUE 
IF(ABS(BETA)*EPSLN .VLT. ETA) GO TO 140 
CONTINUE 
12 = SECOND(T) 
T = 12 - Tl 
WRITE(6.990) T 
FORMAT(#l#,tCPL TIME FOR SPLINE=#,E23.15) 
RETURN 
09220 
09230 
09240 
09250 
09260 
09270 
09280 
09290 
09300 
09310 
09320 
09330 
09350 
09360 
09370 
09380 
09390 
09400 
09410 
09420 
09430 
09440 
09450 
09460 
09470 
09480 
09490 
09500 
09520 
09530 
09540 
09550 
09560 
09570 
09580 
09600 
09610 
09620 
1520 
1550 
1560 
1570 
GO TO 110 
GO TO 170 
1590 
1600 
1610 
X(N)) GO TO 140 
X(N) GO TO 150 
1 X(N) GO TO 130 
X(1 ) GO TO 130 
X(1 ) GO TO 170 I 
X(T)) GO TO 160 
1640 
1650 
1660 
1670 
1680 
1690 
1700 
1710 
1720 
1730 
1740 
1750 
1760 
1770 
1780 
1790 
1800 
1810 
1820 
1830 
1840 
Fig. 4. Listing of interval source mput to AUGMENT preprocetwr. 
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PROGRAM card for the interval version: the slash indicates to AUGMENT that it is not to 
attempt o alter this card but instead to pass it on intact (but without the slash) to the Fortran 
compiler. Similarly, other statements in the interval version with a slash in column I (for 
example. the PUNCH statements) are not to be processed by AUGMENT. In the earlier part of 
this section, use of slashes was mentioned with l/O statements such as READ or WRITE when 
interval variables are present in the argument list. 
Observe in the interval version that there are INTERVAL statements present at the 
beginning of the program and each subroutine and that all single precision floating-point 
variables used in each routine are declared in the accompanying INTERVAL statement. Such 
statements when processed by AUGMENT generate a REAL statement in which each variable 
is changed into a variable of the same name but with an additional dimension added as the new 
first dimension of the original variable; this action is necessary to provide storage for the lower 
and upper bounds associated with each interval quantity. The REAL statements generated by 
AUGMENT for our example under discussion are given in Fig. 5. 
PROGRAM SPLTST(INPUT,OUTPUT,PUNCH,TAPE5=lNPUT,TAPE6=OUTPUT 
l DEBUG=OUTPUT) 
REAL BPATMP(1) 
REAL INTTMP 2.1) 
I INTEGER FMT 4). I. NUMB 
REAL ALEN, dMib, i. T1. 72 
REAL C(Z,lO), X(2,10), X1(2), Y(2.10), Yp(2), YY(2) 
REAL SECOND 
REAL 
DATA 
CALL 
CALL 
CALL 
BPACBR 
FMT/ 1, 
INTCRX 
INTCRX 
INTCRX 
INTCRX 
INTCRX 
INTCRX 
INTCRX 
INTCRX 
0,45,1H / 
(1.6,X(1,1)) 
(l.,Y(l,l)) 
g.4;71";; 1 
1 
I 
;::;$;;j] 
(B:i,x(i,4)) 
(l.,Y(l,4)) 
CALL 
CALL 
CALL 
CALL 
CALL 
T) 
x,Y,NUMB,C) 
T) 
NUMB = 4 
Tl = SECOND 
CALL SPLINE 
12 = SECOND 
T = T2-Tl 
WRITE(6.500 
CALL INTCRX 
DO 100 I= 
CALL INTCRX 
CALL INTADD 
CALL SPLINT 
WRITE(6,300 ! 
CALL INTWR( 
WRlTE(6,310 
CALL INTWR( 
CALL INTMQB 
kMID=BPFtBR 
CALL INTLGB 
ALEN-BPACBR 
i.75,XI) 
.37 
(.25,1NTTMP(l,l)) 
(XI,INTTMP(l,l),XI) 
XI,YY,YP,X,Y,C,NUMB 
,FMT,XI.l) 
; FMT YY 1) 
[YY,~PA~MP(~)) 
(BPATMP(1)) 
(YY,BPATMP(~)) 
(B~ATMP(~)) 
WRITE(6.315) AMID,ALEN 
WRITE(6,32q) ~_ 
CALL INTWR(6,FMT,Yp,l) 
CALL INTr,DB (YP,BPATMP(l)) 
AMID-BPACBR (BPATMp(1)) 
CALL INTLGB (YP,BPATMP(l)) 
ALEN-BPACBR (BPATMP(1)) 
WRITE(6.315) AMID,.ALEN 
PUNCH 4OO,XI(l),YY(l) 
PUNCH 400,X1 Z),YY 2) 
I I FUNCH 400.x1 l),YP 1) 
PUNCH 4OO,XI(2),YP(2) 
100 CONTINUE 
300 FORHAT(lX,fINTERVAL VERSION OF Xf) 
310 FORMAT(lX,#INTERVAL VERSION OF Y#) 
315 FORMAT(# #,fMIDPOINT=f,E23.15,5X,fLENGTH=#,E23.15) 
320 FORMAT(lX,#INTERVAL VERSION OF Y PRIMEf) 
400 FORMAT(E23.15,2X,E23.15) 
500 FORMAT(lX,fTOTAL CPU TIME FOR SPLINE INCLUDING OVERHEAD FOR CALL=f 
l ,E23.15) 
STOP 
END 
SUBROUTINE SPLINE (X, ZY, N, 52) 
REAL INTT"2(2,3) 
INTEGER I, fil 
REAL T, Tl, T2 
REAL BETA(2), BI(2), DLY(2), EpSLN(P), ETA(Z), H(2), HL(2 
Fig. .(. 
l HZZZZ(Z). OMEGA(Z), Z(Z), YL(Z), Z 
INTEGER N 
REAL S2(2,1), X(2.1). ZY(2,l) 
REAL SECO:iD 
LOGICAL INTSEo, INTVLT 
CALL INTCRX (l.E-4,EPSLN) 
Tl = SECONO(T) 
Nl= N -1 
ASSIGN 110 TO ISW 
00 130 I = 1, Nl 
CALL INTSUB (X(l,I+l),X(l,I),H) 
CALL INTSUB (ZY(l,I+l), ZY(l,I),INTTxP( 
CALL INTDIV (INTT~~P(I,~),H,oL~) 
GO TO ISW, (110, 100) 
100 CALL INTADD (HL,H,HZZZZ) 
CALL INTSUB (DLY,YL,lNTTMP(l,l)) 
CALL INTCRX (2.,INTTK?(1,2)) 
CALL INTMUL (INTTMP(1,2),INTT~?(l,l),IN 
CALL INTDIV (IETTMP(l,l),H2ZZZ,S2(1.I)) 
GO TO 120 
1lO ASSIG:l 100 TO IS!{ 
120 CALL INTSTR (H,HL) 
CALL INTSTR (DLY,YL ) 
130 CONTItIUE 
CALL INTCRX (O.,S2(1,1)) 
CALL INTCRX (o..SZ(l.N)) 
CALL INTCRX (-1;07i7968;OMEGA) 
CALL INTCRX (l.E-4,BETA) 
140 CALL INTCRX (O.,ETA) 
ASSIGN 170 TO ISWl 
00 190 I =.l, Nl 
CALL 
CALL 
GO TO 
150 CALL 
CALL 
CALL 
CALL 
CALL 
CALL 
CALL 
CALL 
CALL 
CALL 
CALL INTSUB (X(l.I+l),X(l.I),H) 
II1TSUB (ZY(l,I+1),ZY(l,I),INTTtiP(l,l)) 
INTDIV (INTTMP(~,~),H,DLY) 
ISWl, (170, 150) 
INTADD (t'L,H,H2ZZZ) 
INTcRX (.~,INTTM~(~,~)) 
INTMUL (INTTM~(~.~).~~L,INTT~~P(~,~)) 
INTDIv (INTTMP(~.~),H~ZZZ,BI) 
INTE?CL (BI.SZ(i,I-l),INTTMP(l,l)) 
NTCRX (.S,INi TMp(1,2)) 
NTSUB 
I 
INTTMP (1,2),BI,!ATTMP(1,2)) 
NTMUL INTTHP (1,2),S2(1,I+l),INTT~P(1,2)) 
NTADD (INTTK? 
NTADD (INTTMP 
(~,~),INTTMP(~,~),INTTMP(I.~)) 
(1,2),S2(l,I),INTTMP(1.2)) 
CALL INTSUB (YL.DLY ,INTTMP(l,I)) 
CALL INTCRX (3..INT TMP(1,3)) 
CALL INTMUL (IN~TMP (1,3),INTTMP(1,1),INTTMP(l,1)) 
CALL INTDIV (INTTMP(l,l),H2ZZZ,INTTMP(l,l)) 
CALL INTADD (INTTMP(~,~),INTTMP(~,~),INTTM~(~,~)) 
CALL INTMUL (INTTMP(l,l),OMEGA,W) 
CALL INTADD (SZ(l,I),W,S2(1,1)) 
CALL INTABS (W,Z) 
IF (INTVLT (~,ETA)) Go To 180 
IF (INTSEQ (Z,ETA)) GO TO 180 
CALL INTSTR (Z,ETA) 
;;L;oI;;;UB (52(1,I),W,BETA) 
160 
(2) 
1,1)) 
TTMP(l,l)) 
170 ASSIGN 150 TO ISWl 
(H.HL! 180 CALL INTSTR 
CALL INTSTR 
190 CONTINUE 
CALL INTABS 
CALL INTHUL 
IF (INTVLT 
200 CONTINUE 
72 = SECOND 
(DLY,YL) 
(INTTHP(l.l),ETA)) GO TO 
(T) 
T = T2 - Tl 
WRITE(6.990 
990 FORMAT(#l#, 
RETURN 
END 
;C;U TIME FOR SPLINE=#,E23.15) 
1,1)) 
40 
SUBROUTINE SPLINT(XB.FXX,FPXX.X.ZY.S2,N) 
REAL INTTMP(2,3) 
INTEGER I.MM 
REAL DELSQS(2). OELY(2). DX(2), FPPXX(2). HTl(2). HT2(2). PROD(Z). 
+ S3(2), xp(2) 
INTEGER N 
REAL FPXX(P), FXX(2). S2(2.1), X(2,1), XB(2). ZY(2.1) 
LOGICAL INTVLT. INTSEO. INTVGT 
MM = 0 
FAbL,INTjTR (XB.XP) 
iF (~NTVGT (xp.x(i.l))) GO TO 110 
IF (INTSEQ (xp.x(1,1))) GO TO 170 
100 MM = -1 
Fig. 5. 
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CALL INTSTR (X(l,l),XP) 
GO TO 170 
1,N))) GO TO 140 
1,N))) GO TO 150 
IF (INTVLT (xP,x(~,N))) GO To 130 
120 If (INTVGT (xp,x(l,I))) Go To 130 
IF (INTSEO (xp.x(l,I))) GO TO 170 
.I))) GO TO 160 IF (INTVL~ (xP;x(i 
130 I = 1+1 
GO TO 120 
140 MM = -1 
CALL INTSTR (X(l,N 
150 I = N 
,XP) 
160 I = I-l 
170 CALL INTSUB (XP,X( 
CALL INTSUB (XP,X( 
CALL INTMUL (HT~.H 
CALL INTSUB X(l.I+l),X(l,I),Dx) 
CALL INTSUB I ZY(l,I+1),ZY(1,I),INTTMp(l,l)) 
CALL INTDIV (INTTMP(~,~),DX,DELY) 
CALL INTSUB (S2(1,I+l).S2(1.I),IfiTTMP(l.l)) 
CALL INTDIV (INTTNP(l,l),DX,S3) 
CALL INTMUL HTl,S3,INTTMP(l,l)) 
CALL INTADD 52 I,I),INTTMP(l,l),FPPXX) 
I I CALL INTAOD 52 l,I),S2(l,I+l),INT~t~P(l,l)) 
CALL IHTADD 
CALL INTCRX 1 
INTTHP(l,l),FPPXX,INTTMP(l,l)) 
6.,INTTHP(l,Z)) 
CALL INTOIV (INTTMP(~,~),~NTTMP(~,~),DEL~~~) 
CALL INTMUL HTl,DELY,INTTMP(l,l)) 
CALL INTADD ZY(l,I),INTTMP(1,l),INTTMP(l~l)) 
CALL INTHUL 1 PROD,OELSQS,INTTMP(1.2)) 
CALL INTADD (INTTMP(~,~),INTTM~(~,~),FXX) 
CALL INTADD HTl.HTL,INTTMP(l,l)) 
CALL INTMUL I INTTMP(l.l),DELSQS,INTTMP(l,l)) 
CALL INTADD (DELY,INTT~P(~,~).INT~MP(~,~)) 
CALL INTMUL (PROD,S3,INTTHP(l,2)) 
CALL INTCRX (6.,INTTMP(l.3)) 
CALL INTDIV (INTTHP(l,E),INTTMP(1,3).INTTMP(1,3)) 
CALL INTADD (INTTMP(l,l),INTTMP(1,3),FPXX) 
IF(MM .EQ. 0) GO TO 180 
CALL INTSUB (XB,XP,INTTMP(~,~)) 
CALL INTMuL (F~~~,INTTM~(~,~),INTTMP(~,~)) 
CALL INTADD (FXX,INTT~P(~,~),FXX) 
180 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END 
Fig. 5. Listing of Fortran output from AUGMENT preprocessor. 
Another alteration of a non-interval program required to transform it into an interval version 
involves the re-writing of arithmetic and logical IF statements which employ interval quantities. 
Since interval arithmetic has no total ordering, any of several possible partial orderings could be 
used to provide definitions of relational operators. Two sets of such operators are provided by 
the interval analysis package-value operators and set operators. The value operator definitions 
are as follows: 
.VE. where [a,!~] = [c,d] if and only if a = b = c = d, 
.VNE. where [u,b] f [c,d] if and only if they are disjoint, 
.VLT. where [a,bJ < [c,d] if and only if b CC, 
.VLE. where [a,b] I [c,d] if and only if b 5 c, 
.VGT. where [u,b] > [c,d] if and only if a > d, 
.VGE. where [u,b] 2 [ c,d] if and only if a 2 d. 
The set operator definitions are as follows: 
.SEQ. where [u.b] = [c,d] if and only if a = c and b = d, 
.SNE. where [u,b] f [c.d] if and only if a# c or bf d, 
.SLT. where [u,b] < [c.d] if and only if a < C, 
.SLE. where [u.b] 5 [c,d] if and only ifu 5 c, 
.SGT. where [u,b] > [c-d] if and only if b > d. 
.SGE. where [ah] 2 [c.d] if and only if b 2 d. 
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The reader should note that for the value operators, if two intervals are non-empty and with 
corresponding endpoints equal, then neither equality nor non-equality of these intervals is true: 
in such cases the user could decide to use the set relational operators. 
Several alterations of the non-interval versions of IF statements are present in the program 
under discussion (e.g. see lines 9510 or 9590 in routine SPLINE). For example. line 1580 of 
routine SPLINT in the non-interval version in Fig. 3 is transformed from 
IF(XP-X(I)) 100, 170, 110 
to 
IF(XP .VGT. X(l))GB T0 I10 
IF(XP .SEQ. X( 1))GB T0 170 
in the interval version of Fig. 4. The user must alter all logical and arithmetic IF statements 
involving interval variables. When the programmer is making such changes he must be careful 
to select the appropriate operator which best reflects the intent of the comparison in the 
non-interval version of the IF statement in the context of the program: such selection of 
interval operators is particularly crucial for IF statements involving termination and/or 
tclerance criteria where an inappropriate operator selection could significantly alter the 
behavior of the interval version of the program from its non-interval counterpart. 
As discussed earlier in this section, the user has several ways to provide I/O for interval 
quantities and a couple of these are present in our example program. Note in Fig. 3 an ordinary 
PRINT statement is used in the main program to output the non-interval quantity YP whereas in 
the interval version (Fig. 4), routine INTWR from the interval analysis package is used to 
output the interval variable YP. Note that the format used with routine INTWR is provided 
by integer array FMT which is explicitly declared and initialized by the user in the routine in 
which INTWR is invoked. Also observe that interval variable YP is output by the use of a 
PUNCH statement but that in this statement a slash appears in column 1 (so AUGMENT will 
not process the statement) and the lower and upper bounds of YP (namely YP(1) and 
YP(2), respectively) are explicitly referenced in the argument list. 
In completing the transformation of the non-interval program into an interval program, the 
user can utilize several operators that are supported by the interval analysis package and 
applicable to interval quantities. A list of all such operators and their definitions is given in [2]. In 
our sample program we have used MDPT and LGTH to provide the midpoint and length, 
respectively, of any interval quantity. 
From our discussion above, the user should realize that to convert his non-interval program 
into an interval version on CDC machines, he must perform the following steps: 
1. Use the appropriate job control statements (or equivalent) to invoke the AUGMENT 
preprocessor, interval analysis package, and Fortran compiler. 
2. Place a slash in column 1 of the PROGRAM statement. 
3. Introduce an INTERVAL declaration in each routine for all single precision floating- 
point variables (and arrays) appearing in that routine. 
4. Change all arithmetic and logical IF statements involving interval quantities, replacing 
Fortran relational operators with the appropriate interval value or set operators. 
5. For I/O of interval quantities use the interval supported routines (INTRDF, INTRD, 
INTWR) or the regular Fortran I/O routines (but with slash in column 1 and explicit reference 
to lower and/or upper bounds of each interval quantity in the argument list). 
6. Introduce any desired interval-oriented operators supported by the interval package 
(see 121). 
7. Select an appropriate time limit (use SETTL instruction) and field length (use RFL 
instruction) for the interval version of your program, keeping in mind that the interval 
version may require from 50 to 100 times (or more) the execution time of the non-interval 
version and that the storage requirement for all interval variables and arrays is doubled 
from that of the non-interval representations. 
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After the non-interval program has been converted into an interval source program using 
steps l-7 above, the AUGMENT preprocessor generates another Fortran program which 
invokes calls to subroutines provided by the interval analysis package in order to execute the 
interval program. For our example above, AUGMENT generated the listing appearing in Fig. 5. 
The output from the execution of the interval program is given in Fig. 6. 
6. SOME COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS 
In this section we give a brief indication of the performance of interval and non-interval 
programs for several problem areas; further details about these and other computational 
experiments can be found in[9]. All the examples cited in Table 1 were executed on a CDC 
Cyber 72 with the CDC FTN (Version 4.6) Fortran compiler with no optimization (i.e. opt = 0). 
Non-interval and interval (both BPA and BPF options) versions of each program were run for 
every problem. CPU timing figures were obtained by using the SECOND function and 
excluding time for I/O. The INTRD and INTWR I/O routines supported by the interval analysis 
package were used with all interval variables. Expressions involving inequality operators and 
interval operands used one of the two available partial orderings (see Section 5); the selection in 
each case was based on the interval operator which best represented the intent of the original 
non-interval version. The non-interval version of each program was transformed into a BPA or 
BPF interval counterpart by using the suggestions given in Section 5. 
A perusal of the results given in Table 1 and the more extensive data provided in[9] 
illustrates everal behavior patterns. The interval versions are significantly slower than their 
non-interval counterparts. With experiments run in our CDC environment, he interval versions 
have performed anywhere from 19 to 192 times slower than their corresponding non-interval 
programs. Our BPF interval versions tend to require on the order of 80% of the CPU time exhibited 
by their BPA counterparts and this ratio changes very little from one experiment to another. With 
regard to interval widths, we observe that the results seem reasonable with respect o the single 
precision floating-point representation (approximately 14 or 15 decimal digits) on CDC machines; 
the interval widths obtained from BPA versions were slightly smaller than those produced by BPF 
versions but always on the same order of magnitude. The specific interval bounds for the problems 
given in Table 1 are listed in [9]. 
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Fig. 6. Listing of some of the typical interval output from execution of example. 
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We have applied the interval analysis package to some aberrant problems in order to 
observe the tradeoffs between non-interval and interval approaches. One such experiment 
involves a problem defined by Kahan[22]. This problem contains only 15 floating-point 
operations but it is constructed so as to produce significant amounts of roundoff error 
propagation. The problem has two forms and they can give numerical results which disagree 
with each other due to numerical inconsistencies between a compiler’s generated run-time 
arithmetic and its compile-time arithmetic. Furthermore, the non-interval results from both 
forms produce finite numerical values when run on a computer[23], even though the exact 
solution is O/O. Applying interval analysis to this problem, one form (with no compile-time 
arithmetic) produced a resultant interval on the order of [10-3’3, 10+323], thus warning the user 
that this problem could blow up; however, the other interval version (for the problem form with 
compile-time arithmetic) produced a resultant interval of [-6.0, -6.01. This latter deception 
occurred because the subroutine calls generated by the AUGMENT precompiler in this 
situation contained arguments which involved arithmetic to be done at compile-time rather than 
at run-time and the CDC FTN compiler used in this experiment does not necessarily produce 
compile-time and run-time arithmetic results that are consistent with each other; thus the latter 
interval version obtained a radically different result than from the other interval version. 
Another experiment involved the application of interval analysis to the solution of a linear 
system of equations, Ax = b, where A is non-singular but nearly singular. We wish to observe 
for slight perturbations of b, the effects on the size and/or midpoint of the generated intervals 
associated with the resulting solution and the relationship between these values and those 
corresponding to the original non-interval problem. The test problem used is defined by Tee [24] 
and the right-hand side of AZ = b + 6b was perturbed by only 0.1% from that of b in Ax = b but 
the solution z is then perturbed by - 220% from that of x. Application of our interval analysis 
package to this problem produced very small intervals for the components of x and z (widths on 
the order of 10-9-10-“) and the intervals of the perturbed problem resultant z are actually 
slightly smaller than the corresponding widths associated with the components of x and thus 
interval analysis does not alert the user of the numerical difficulty encountered in this problem. 
This should be expected in that the widths of the resultant solution bounds are dependent on the 
number, type, and sequence of arithmetic operations involved in the linear equation solver but 
do not take into account he condition number of the matrix A in the problem. It turns out that 
the midpoints of the z component intervals are better indicators of the behavior here, i.e. the 
absolute value of the relative error in the midpoint of the intervals is -218%. In the 
non-interval version of this problem, the absolute value of the relative error of each z 
component was approximately 218%. Thus in this experiment an ill-conditioned problem 
produced small interval widths and intervals which jumped around (indicated by the movement 
of interval midpoints mentioned above) and thus was no better indicator of the behavior of this 
problem than the non-interval version; the latter also has the added advantage of requiring less 
execution time and storage than the interval counterpart. 
Further experiments are being conducted with the interval analysis package. There are 
several excellent sources of numerical test problems [25-301. Experiments are being designed to 
observe how the size of the problem and/or the number of arithmetic operations affect interval 
width and total execution time. Results are being obtained by attempting to parameterize 
attributes of each problem (such as by varying the condition number or matrix order, etc.) and 
noting the effects. 
7,OBSERVATIONS ANDCONCLUSIONS 
From our previous discussion it is apparent hat the interval analysis package produces 
much slower executing programs than the non-interval counterparts. This slowness is, in part, 
due to the fact that the implementation is done in software with little or no hardware assists to 
reduce the overhead associated with the increased amounts of arithmetic introduced by interval 
analysis. Using the optimization options available on most Fortran compilers will not produce 
significant speed up because the package is composed of many relatively small routines and 
optimization cannot occur across subroutine boundaries. Recall that the code that has to be 
optimized is generated by the AUGMENT precompiler and the output consists almost entirely 
of a sequence of subroutine calls (see Fig. 5). Furthermore, to promote portability across 
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different architectures, most of the package is written in Fortran: it is possible that execution 
time could be reduced in some problems by re-coding very active Fortran routines in assembly 
language to exploit features of the host machine. Additional imitations of the package include: 
relatively slow interval I/O routines; the need to analyze all the Fortran library routines in use to 
insure tightest possible interval bounds on their output; selecting the best possible interval partial 
ordering which is faithful to the intent of the numerical expressions in the non-interval program. 
There are several ways to speed-up the implementation of interval analysis. By exploiting 
the attributes of a particular architecture such as parallel or pipeline machines and/or by using a 
microprogramming facility, the overhead associated with interval analysis could be significantly 
reduced. In the microprocessor area, Intel Corporation has announced[31] that it is developing 
a floating-point chip that is so designed that interval analysis will be only two to four times 
slower than its non-interval counterpart: this would be a significant improvement over the 
performance of existing software interval analysis packages. Another way to shorten execution 
time is to design interval-oriented algorithms rather than create interval versions of non- 
interval algorithms [ 1 I]. 
Although past applications of interval analysis have produced some pessimistic bounds 
and/or slowly executing codes, there are several benefits to be gained by use of the approach if 
the performance can be improved. The method has a diverse range of possible applications 
since it is based on very primitive arithmetic operation definitions which can easily be extended 
to accommodate specific problems. Also several variations of interval analysis have been 
developed which extend the range of applicability and/or reduce the possibility of poor (wide) 
bounds [21,32]. 
Interval analysis has the potential to serve as a tool in the validation of software. As was 
illustrated by the discussion in Section 5, it is relatively easy to convert a non-interval program 
into an interval version and although such software versions are relatively slow, applications of 
interval analysis to small portions of large codes could be helpful in checking out the numerical 
behavior as programs are being constructed. Furthermore, at present, most software 
verification systems either ignore problems induced by floating-point arithmetic and/or assume 
all floating-point results are exact: thus the use of interval analysis might greatly aid in the 
validation of real-world scientific and engineering computations. 
The development of faster interval analysis packages (via exploitation of hardware archi- 
tectual features), the creation of interval-oriented algorithms, extensions of the range of 
problem applicability, and the production of tighter bounds could make variations of current 
interval analysis techniques a significant tool for the design of reliable mathematical software. 
Obviously much has to be done before such hopes are realized. 
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